
JOCKEY CONSOLE:  Standard in all craft, 

supplied with, back rest, battery storage 

under seat, locker to console head,  

fixed seat cushion and steering. LEFT 

HAND throttles are standard unless you
specify otherwise.

See table for which seating option will suit which craft. The plans shown here are a guide only and do

NOT represent the space that will be left in every craft when the seating shown is fitted. ALL boats

have a jockey console as standard.
SEATING OPTIONS:
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JOCKEY SEAT SINGLE:  Supplied with 
hinged seat cushion and back rest, 

50 cm length.

JOCKEY SEAT DOUBLE:  Supplied with 

hinged seat cushion and back rest, 

80 cm length.

BENCH SEAT:  We have 2 options of 

bench seat.  The larger unit is NORMALLY 

fitted to the 550-600-650-700 and the 
smaller one to the 460-500-540

SIDE BY SIDE CONSOLE:  Supplied with 

front seat and back rest, access to storage 

locker under front seat via hinged seat.  

Console OFFSET to starboard with 

These are meant as a guide to the possible 

seating options.  If what you want is not shown

here please contact us.  Weight distribution

in the craft is important so please discuss with
us your intened use before you decide on a

XS-450 & 

460

XS-500 - 

570

XS-515-545-

585
XS-550 XS-600 XS-650-700 XS-750-990

1 £1,495 £1,495 £1,495 £1,495 £1,495 £1,495
2 £1,595 £1,595 £1,595 £1,595 £1,595
3 £2,295 £2,495 £4,500 £4,500 £4,500
4 £3,790 £3,990 £5,995 £5,995
5 £6,095
6 £2,990 £2,990 £2,990 £2,990 £2,990
7 £3,190 £3,290 £3,190
8 £7,490 £7,490
9 £7,690
10 £4,395 £4,395 £4,395 Standard

11 £8,895 £8,895
12 £7,385 £7,385 £3,190
14 £10,375 £6,380
15 £7,585 £3,390

All prices Inc Vat  1/10/2022

We offer 2 options of rear Bench seat, one with a folding back rest and the other with a fixed

back rest, both include rear engine wells of different designs. These are not all the seat options

rather just a guide, we also offer suspension seat options as well.
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Console OFFSET to starboard with 

steering to starboard and SIDE MOUNT
motor controls (where we are supplying 

the motor) 
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us your intened use before you decide on a

seating option.

All prices Inc Vat  1/10/2022


